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Israel Kamakawiwo'ole's Facing Future

2009-12-10

even at four in the morning the strip clubs and watering holes surrounding the honolulu studio were

still hopping the recording engineer heard a car pull into the lot and soon the biggest man he had ever

seen walked in when he stepped into the studio the floated floor shifted beneath the engineer s feet

israel kamakawiwo ole engulfed the engineer s hand in his and said hi bruddah the product of that

impromptu recording session a delicate medley of somewhere over the rainbow and what a wonderful

world has driven sales of facing future to nearly two million copies each time the medley is licensed to

appear in advertisements in movies even on american idol mainlanders embrace it anew as a touch of

the unfamiliar in their otherwise staid record collections but in hawai i a state struggling with the

responsibility of its native heritage facing future is much more gaining unprecedented access to israel s

family friends and colleagues dan kois tells the remarkable story of bruddah iz and the album that

changed his life and his death

The Good Song

2020-10-06

a beautiful song comes to life in this story set in hawaii the day the baby boy was born on a beautiful

hawaiian island the world sang him a lullaby what a good song but what is the good song the boy

listens for it and finds it in his heart and shares it with the world inspired by the medley of the classic

songs over the rainbow and what a wonderful world sung by hawaiian singer israel kamakawiwo ole

the good song is aloha love

The Rainbow Covenant

2020-06-18

all of god s physical creation reflects a higher spiritual reality in that creation light is synonymous with

truth or god who is the source of truth it should surprise no one that when you unwrap light to find the

rainbow the rainbow gives a detailed account of what god is all about he is about loving and saving

mankind by wooing them into the rainbow covenant of marriage from the red blood sacrifice of the
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gospel truth of jesus to the purple royalty of the holy spirit god s constant and repeated message is

that there is only one way to attain the purple royalty that is god s that way is through faith in the red

blood sacrifice of jesus as the propitiation for our sins he is the only gate or door into the rainbow

covenant we are all spiritual cinderella s enslaved to the 3 evil stepsisters of the world the flesh and

the devil but the prince can raise us up out of the ashes and into the beauty of a royal mansion there

is another option however we can reject god s suit and pursue a life of self will we know that marriage

means the death of self will this book describes the dark path of separation from god that is the

shadow opposite of the rainbow covenant of marriage cain was the first to tread this path to its bitter

end which for mankind in this age of engagement is incontrovertible sentencing or engagement to

separation from god in the lake of fire but it is god s will that all be saved there s more than enough

room in the lifeboat that i choose to call the rainbow covenant

The Rainbow, a magazine of Christian literature

1865

from one end of the rainbow a story about the life inside the irish defence forces and beyond is about

how the truth can be clouded by what s perceived as reality with the truth everybody is blameless

there are no fall guys no victims no reason no justice just a carefully woven sequence of events with

no beginning and no end that will stand the test of time thirty two years later the truth is confronted

with reality the whole panoramic consequences of that takes its toll on the conscience and raises its

head to be exposed in its very raw format this invites the reader to determine the real truth be the

judge and the jury and pass sentence it exposes the real politics of the government how in fact the

privileged are protected at all costs it ascribes the destitute feeling of betrayal that eats into the very

vertebrae of the real meaning of military life the book also gives an insight into daily military life the

characters the routine and the effect it has on family life being a soldier is a vocation that can only be

compared to religious life because the feeling is the same when you retire the reality is an old soldier

never dies

From One End of the Rainbow

2013-08
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why do we watch movies if we read in search of more life as harold bloom is fond of saying then we

watch movies this book proposes in search of wonder we watch movies in search of awe inspiring

visions transformative experiences and moments of emotional transcendence and spiritual sublimity we

watch movies for many of the same reasons that we engage in religion to fill our ordinary evenings

and weekends with something of the extraordinary to connect our isolated individual selves to

something that is greater than ourselves and because we yearn for something that is ineffable but

absolutely indispensable this book through an exploration of some of the most intriguing films of the

past two decades illustrates how movies are partners with religion in inspiring conveying and helping

us experience what abraham joshua heschel refers to as radical amazement the sense that our

material universe and our ordinary lives are filled with more wonders than we can ever imagine and

that it takes spiritually as well as cinematically trained eyes to uncover these ever present ocular gems

in addition to illustrating how films utilize religious themes and theological motifs to convey a sense of

wonder this book offers new interpretations of key films from canonical american directors such as

martin scorsese terrence malick richard linklater wes anderson and the coen brothers

Somewhere Over the Rainbow

2020-08-24

her performing days numbered josephine baker transformed her french chateau into a theme park

whose main attraction was her 12 children from around the globe adopted as the family of the future

Josephine Baker and the Rainbow Tribe

2014-04-14

explores the different colors found in israel s history culture and landscape

Colors of Israel

2001-09-01

the 1930 s depression was fertile ground for hitler s rise to power and now a 21st century world leader

is arising against a background of dwindling energy resources global warming religious extremism
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financial meltdown and the growing economic power of china india and saudi arabia david wolfe a

jewish sculptor is caught up in jewish christian muslim hindu and buddhist prophecies about messiahs

and the end of the world he embarks on a global journey around art galleries archaeological digs

business headquarters and religious sites based on a true story this novel exposes the battle between

east and west to uncover the rainbow swastika conspiracy the book is based on padgett s work for the

palestinian department of antiquities his award winning sculpture zoroastrian icarus his lectures in new

york and at tate modern his 2 year tribunal case against mr tony blair and the tate galleries and on his

prophecies made on the 7th day of the 7th month of the year 2007 7 7 7

Crossing the Rainbow Bridge

2009-11

israel kamakawiwo ole born in 1959 the year hawai i became a state rose to unrivaled celebrity on the

strength of his one in a million voice and a four string ukulele his phenomenal hit over the rainbow

propelled his facing future album to platinum status his voice has been heard around the world in

blockbuster films television shows and advertisements iz voice of the people is a portrait in words and

over 200 photos of the man behind the music his childhood his early year with the mā kaha sons of ni

ihau his solo career his personal struggles and successes it is about fame but it is also about triumph

over adversity and loss about standing up for the people of hawai i at a critical time in their history and

inspiring them to demand justice and sovereignty and about the music people and events that shaped

israel and his career

The Rainbow Swastika Conspiracy

2009-03-07

i lost my son mathias in a tragic accident on a fateful night in november 2021 he was struck while

walking with his dog on the highway completely disoriented due to a benzo he had purchased online

this book is my account of everything that happened in the following two years from the heart

wrenching news on that fateful night to the moment i had to bury my child and the realization that i

would never truly be able to enjoy life again by means of this book i hope to along with mathias warn

others about the danger of research chemicals that are readily available in online stores it illustrates
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the devastating impact of these seemingly harmless pills often used for relaxation or sleep i found

solace by writing this story i honour my son by telling his story in its entirety as raw and honest as we

experienced it he was not perfect but he is also a victim

Iz

2006

a story about hawaiian singer israel kamakawiwo ole iz and his beloved medley of over the rainbow

and what a wonderful world the day iz was born on a beautiful hawaiian island the world sang him a

lullaby what a good song but what is the good song iz spent his short life listening for it and found it in

his heart one stormy night and the good song rose up and over the rainbow and out to the world to

the hearts of listeners everywhere based on the life of beloved hawaiian singer israel kamakawiwo ole

1959 1997 the good songcelebrates the inspiration behind iz s medley of the classic over the rainbow

and what a wonderful world and features the lyrics of the song

At the end of the rainbow

2024-03-14

sir laurens van der post author film maker storyteller of world wide renown soldier prisoner of war

political advisor to heads of state humanitarian explorer conservationist the list goes on and on his

extraordinary curiosity his love for the small and the great and his tremendous feeling and concern for

his surroundings and all that they included set him travelling the lands and the waters of the world a

messenger in search of meaning he touched and inspired many along the way some of whom are to

be found in the pages of this book a true man of his time sir laurens was born in 1906 in the interior of

south africa served in the british forces during world war ii including three and a half years in japanese

captivity and lived and worked since that time in london where he died just after celebrating his 90th

birthday in december 1996 the rock rabbit and the rainbow was originally conceived as a festschrift or

gift collection of writings for sir laurens by several of his friends and then evolved into its present form

which includes numerous original contributions by sir laurens himself
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The Good Song

2020-10-06

誰でも手軽に始められるウクレレですが 歌の伴奏だけではもったいないと思いませんか ウクレレの魅力はやっぱり ソロウクレレ の

演奏にあります 本書では 1曲をメロディだけ弾くことから始めて 次にコード 伴奏 だけを練習し 最後にその2つが合体したソロウク

レレに挑戦するという3ステップ方式を採用 誰でもムリなく上達できるのがこの方式の特徴です 課題曲は童謡や歌謡曲 ハワイアン 映

画音楽 それにボサノバまで幅広く用意しています 既刊 メロディ 伴奏 ソロの3ステップ方式で誰でもソロウクレレを弾けるようにな

る本 をお持ちの方も そうでない方も 必ず楽しんでいただけるソロウクレレ教則本です

The Rock Rabbit and the Rainbow

1998

over the rainbow exploded into worldwide fame upon its performance by judy garland in the mgm film

musical the wizard of oz 1939 voted the greatest song of the twentieth century in a 2000 survey it is a

masterful delicate balance of sophistication and child like simplicity in which composer harold arlen and

lyricist e y yip harburg poignantly captured the hope and anxiety harbored by dorothy s character in

arlen and harburg s over the rainbow author walter frisch traces the history of this song from its

inception during the development of the wizard of oz s screenplay to its various reinterpretations over

the course of the twentieth century through analysis of the song s music and lyrics this oxford

keynotes volume provides a close reading of the piece while examining the evolution of its meaning as

it traversed widely varying cultural contexts from its adoption as a jazz standard by generations of

pianists to its contribution to judy garland s role as a gay icon to its reemergence as a chart topping

recording by hawaiian singer israel kamakawiwo ole over the rainbow continues to engage audiences

and performers alike in surprising ways featuring a companion website with audio and video

supplements this book leaves no path unexplored as it succeeds in capturing the extent of this song s

impact on the world

Israel's watchman (and prophetic expositor) [afterw.] The prophetic
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news and Israel's watchman, ed. by A. Edersheim. [1st]-7th year

1880

seven months six continents twenty nine countries some names changed to protect the not so

innocent but everything else is true in wander the rainbow a story of far flung global exploration in the

face of uniquely challenging life events when david jedeikin s partner of three years becomes critically

ill the only way to save him is to volunteer as his living liver donor but this ultimate act of sharing

doesn t rescue their relationship which ends soon after with the couple on opposite coasts struggling

to find perspective on these events jedeikin decides on a radical switch he leaves everything behind

work family friends even the beginnings of a new relationship to embark on a seven month trip around

the world what unfolds is a dazzling array of experiences across six continents traveling as a

flashpacker backpacking with creature comforts jedeikin blends visits to gay nightspots with straight

edge sightseeing unearths family roots in latvia china italy israel and south africa learns the legacy of

the jews of prague and rome and finds romance with a sex club bartender in berlin a brazilian in tokyo

and an exchange student in beijing from viennese party hostels to parisian models to hallucinogens in

cambodia wander the rainbow is what happens when a career professional trades convention for a

one of a kind walkabout around planet earth

メロディ→伴奏→ソロの3ステップ方式でソロウクレレを誰でも弾けるようになる本 2

2014-04-23

for 2000 years the creator s language lay dormant for all intents and purposes a dead language a by

word associated with the forlorn plight of a people without an identity miraculously following the pattern

of the death burial and resurrection of the messiah this living word rises made to live again on the 3rd

day our day to become the standard to which the people of the book must return in order to seek out

and identify their deliverer the eternal stage has been set as the conflict of the ages rises to a

crescendo culminating in the greatest assault against the sovereign king and those in covenant with

him that the world has ever seen it is by no means an accident that an awakening is occurring the

return to the ancient paths and an even more ancient tongue leading a people to their destiny a

confrontation with the anti messiah the apocalyptic weapons of this supernatural being coupled with

the intentional mistranslated prophetic declarations of a broken annihilated people are about to be
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revisited as history records the restoration of this ancient pure language its latent power in the hands

of a faithful remnant tipping the balance of power you are about to be introduced to the single most

powerful force in creation the rainbow language arise o yah and let your enemies be scattered psalms

68 1

The Rich Man and Lazarus: a Scriptural Exposition ... Reprinted from

“The Rainbow.”

1877

i receive this information from the akashic records directly into my mind and as hard as this scripture

will be for my negro people to accept as our reality please believe the satanic world of evil doers are

interwoven in more trouble than their intellectual mind will ever grasp or hoped for

Arlen and Harburg's Over the Rainbow

2017

rainbow jews deals with the intersection of gay and jewish identity in american and israeli film and

theater from the 1960s to the present its main area of interest is the extent to which jewish creative

voices in the performing arts have constructed multidimensional images of and a welcoming public

space for the gay lesbian and transgendered community as a whole through a close reading of the

texts of numerous american and israeli plays and films some famous but mostly lesser known the

author evaluates some of the key conventions and tropes that have been employed to construct

critique and reflect the social reality of the connection between jewishness and gay identity in the

united states and israel secondarily the author explores ways in which gay jewish playwrights and

filmmakers have assisted the re evaluation of sexual norms within judaism over the past three decades

inspiring and reinforcing measures across the spectrum of belief geared towards integrating jewish

members of the glbt community into the overall jewish historical narrative

Wander the Rainbow

2010-06-08
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this book provides an integrated analysis of the complex nature of citizenship in israel contributions

from leading social and political theorists explore different aspects of citizenship through the demands

and struggles of minority groups to provide a comprehensive picture of the dynamics of israeli

citizenship and the dilemmas that emerge at the collective and individual levels considering the many

complex layers of membership in the state of israel including gender ethnicity and religion the book

identifies and explores processes of inclusion and exclusion that are general issues in any modern

polity with a highly diverse civil society while the focus is unambiguously on modern israel the

interpretations of citizenship are relevant to many other modern societies that face similar contradictory

tendencies in membership as such the book will be of great interest to students and scholars of

political science political sociology and law

The Rainbow Language: The Sight, Sound & Color of the Holy Tongue

2015-09-02

rainbow jews looks at the intersection of gay and jewish identity in american and israeli film and

theater from the 1960s to the present through a close reading of the texts of numerous american and

israeli plays and films friedman evaluates some of the key conventions that have been employed to

construct critique and reflect the connection between jewishness and gay identity in the united states

and israel friedman also explores ways in which gay jewish playwrights and filmmakers have

progressed the reevaluation of sexual norms within judaism over the past three decades inspiring and

integrating jewish members of the glbt community into the overall jewish historical narrative

The Rainbow reads to Moses

2018-08-31

winner of a 2004 ecpa gold medallion award in this first volume of a proposed three volume old

testament theology john goldingay focuses on narrative examining the biblical order of god s creation

of and interactions with the world and israel he tells the story of israel s gospel as a series of divine

acts god begangod started overgod promisedgod deliveredgod sealedgod gavegod accommodatedgod

wrestledgod preservedgod sentgod exaltedvolume two will focus on israel s faith or old testament

theology as belief it will explore the person and nature of god the nature of the world and humanity the
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character of sin and the significance of israel volume three will focus on israel s life or old testament

theology as ethos it will explore its worship spirituality ideals and vision for living this is an old

testament theology like no other whether applying magnifying or wide angle lenses goldingay is closely

attentive to the first testament s narrative plot motifs tensions and subtleties brimming with insight and

energy and postmodern in its ethos this book will repeatedly reward readers with fresh and challenging

perspectives on god and god s ways with israel and the world as well as israel s ways with god

goldingay s old testament theology is not only a scholarly contribution to the ongoing quest of

understanding the theological dimensions of the first testament preachers and teachers will prize it as

a smart informed and engaging companion as they read and re present the first testament story to

postmodern pilgrims on the way this is old testament theology that preaches

The Israel Economist

1983

The Rainbow Warrior Affair

1986

Thank You, Yeshua

1998

From the Rainbow to the Cross

1934

Rainbow Jews

2007
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The Rainbow Creed

1875

The rainbow of the covenant; or, Christ exalted, saints comforted,

and sinners directed

1885

The National Colors of the People of Israel

1999

The Contradictions of Israeli Citizenship

2011-05-24

History of Washington County, Ohio

1881

Rainbow Jews

2007

The Great Interregnum: an Exposition of Daniel and the Apocalypse

1871
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Of Israel's Teachings and Destiny

1972

季刋インタ-コミュニケ-ション

2003

Israeli Settlements in the Occupied Arab Territories

1985

The Israeli Settlements in the Occupied Arab Territories

1988

Middle East Economic Digest

2004

Old Testament Theology: Israel's Gospel

2003

Old Testament Theology, Volume One: Israel's Gospel

2003-11-03
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